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Abstract  24 

This study evaluated the impact of urbanization over northern Taiwan using the 25 

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model coupled with the Noah land-surface 26 

model and a modified Urban Canopy Model (WRF-UCM2D). In the original UCM 27 

coupled in WRF (WRF-UCM), when the land use in the model grid is identified as 28 

“urban”, the urban fraction value is fixed. Similarly, the UCM assumes the 29 

distribution of anthropogenic heat (AH) to be constant. Such not only may lead to 30 

over- or underestimation of urban fraction and AH in urban and non-urban areas, 31 

spatial variation also affects the model-estimated temperature. To overcome the 32 

above-mentioned limitations and to improve the performance of the original UCM 33 

model, WRF-UCM is modified to consider the 2-D urban fraction and AH 34 

(WRF-UCM2D).  35 

The two models were found to have comparable temperature simulation 36 

performance for urban areas but large differences in simulated results were observed 37 

for non-urban, especially at nighttime. WRF-UCM2D yielded a higher correlation 38 

coefficient (R
2
) than WRF-UCM (0.72 vs. 0.48, respectively), while bias and RMSE 39 

achieved by WRF-UCM2D were both significantly smaller than those attained by 40 

WRF-UCM (0.27 and 1.27 vs. 1.12 and 1.89, respectively). In other words, the 41 

improved model not only enhanced correlation but also reduced bias and RMSE for 42 
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the nighttime data of non-urban areas. WRF-UCM2D performed much better than 43 

WRF-UCM at non-urban stations with low urban fraction during nighttime. The 44 

improved simulation performance of WRF-UCM2D at non-urban areas is attributed to 45 

the energy exchange which enables efficient turbulence mixing at low urban fraction. 46 

The achievement of this study has a crucial implication for assessing the impacts of 47 

urbanization on air quality and regional climate. 48 

 49 

1. Introduction:  50 

The significant interactions between urbanization and the atmospheric 51 

environment have become increasingly evident. The important impact of changes in 52 

land use and land cover (LULC) on precipitation and climate has also been much 53 

emphasized (e.g., Kalnay et al. 2003; Koster et al. 2004; Feddema et al. 2005; Lin et 54 

al. 2008a, 2011; IPCC 2007; 2010; Wang et al. 2014). It is estimated that the world‟s 55 

population will rise to 9.3 billion in 2050 (http://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/index.htm). 56 

Furthermore, the most recent report on world urbanization prospects published by the 57 

United Nations indicated that in 2014, 54% of the world‟s population resided in urban 58 

areas (http://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Highlights/WUP2014-Highlights.pdf); and by 2050, 59 

the world‟s urban population is projected to be 66%. Rapid urbanization has resulted 60 

in environmental problems including increasing energy consumption and air pollution, 61 

http://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/index.htm
http://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Highlights/WUP2014-Highlights.pdf
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deterioration of visibility, significant urban heat island (UHI) effect, urban heavy 62 

rainfall, and even local (regional) climate change. (Oke 1982; Grimmond and Oke 63 

1995; Atkinson et al. 2003; Arnfield, 2003; Jin et al. 2005; Feddema et al. 2005; Ren 64 

et al. 2007; Corburn, 2009; Kusaka et al. 2012b, 2014; Kang et al. 2014; Huszar et al. 65 

2014). In particular, the UHI effect is a critical factor influencing the intensity and 66 

duration of heat wave events (Tan et al. 2010; Rizwan et al. 2008; Kunkel et al.1996). 67 

It is expected that under the trend of global warming, the impact of urbanization will 68 

become increasingly significant and far-reaching.  69 

The UHI is a city that is significantly warmer than its surrounding rural areas 70 

caused by LULC changes and human activities. The LULC changes bring about 71 

variations in physical properties of land, such as albedo, surface roughness, thermal 72 

inertia, evapotranspiration efficiency, and in turn alter the climate system. In 73 

modeling studies, detailed information of land use and urban parameters are critical 74 

for simulation of the UHI effect. Chen et al. (2011) had reviewed the integration of 75 

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model with different urban canopy 76 

schemes including bulk urban parameterization (Liu et al. 2006), single-layer urban 77 

canopy model (UCM) (Kusaka and Kimura, 2004) and multi-layer urban canopy (BEP) 78 

and indoor-outdoor exchange (BEM) models (Martilli et al. 2002). In recent years, the 79 

WRF model coupled with the Noah land-surface model and the UCM (WRF-UCM) 80 
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(Tewari et al. 2006; Holt and Pullen 2007, Lin et al. 2008b) has been successfully 81 

applied to research on the UHI effect in mega-cites of Japan (Kusaka et al. 2012a), the 82 

United States (Liu et al. 2006; Lo et al. 2007), China (Miao et al. 2009), and Taiwan 83 

(Lin et al. 2008b, 2011). Studies conducted in Taiwan have found that WRF-UCM 84 

can improve the simulation of UHI intensity, boundary layer development, land-sea 85 

breeze (Lin et al. 2008b) and precipitation (Lin et al. 2011). However, the existing 86 

UCM (Kusaka and Kimura, 2004) when coupled with the WRF model still has some 87 

limitations. 88 

In the original UCM, when the land use in the model grid is identified as “urban”, 89 

the urban fraction value is fixed. Yet in reality, the categorization of land use and land 90 

cover is far more complex; and the existing model is still too rough to reflect the exact 91 

land use in urban and non-urban areas. Similarly, the UCM assumes the distribution of 92 

anthropogenic heat (AH) to be constant and includes only the urban data. Such 93 

simplification may lead to over- or underestimation thus affecting the accuracy of 94 

model temperature estimations (detailed description in Section 2.2). To overcome the 95 

above-mentioned limitations and to improve the performance of the original UCM 96 

model, WRF-UCM is modified to consider the 2-D urban fraction and AH. The 97 

modified version of UCM (hereafter referred to as WRF-UCM2D) is then employed 98 

to assess the impact of urbanization on Taipei city and its simulation performance is 99 
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compared against that of WRF-UCM. 100 

Taipei metropolis, located in northern Taiwan (Figure 1), experiences a 101 

significant UHI effect due to its geographical relief as a basin surrounded by high 102 

mountains. Made up of both Taipei City and New Taipei City, the metropolis has a 103 

very high population density; more than six million people, about one quarter of the 104 

total population of Taiwan, inhabit in this small basin of 243 km
2
 situated at 20 m 105 

elevation above sea level. The high population density and complex geographic 106 

structure of Taipei metropolis intensify the UHI effect, which is significantly more 107 

severe than that in other cities/metropolis of similar area around the world. Chen et al. 108 

(2007) reported an increase in daily mean temperature of 1.5˚C in Taipei City due to 109 

urbanization. Lin et al. (2008b) found that the UHI intensity in northern Taiwan could 110 

be as high as 4-6C.  111 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 described in detail the 112 

original WRF-UCM with its limitations discussed and suggestions for improvements 113 

made. Section 3 evaluates the performance of WRF-UCM2D when applied to 114 

simulation study on impact of urbanization over northern Taiwan. Section 4 further 115 

examines the factors influencing model performance in non-urban areas during 116 

nighttime. Section 5 contains the summary and conclusion of this study. 117 

2. WRF/Urban Canopy Model  118 
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The WRF model (Version 3.2.1), described in detail by Skamarock et al. (2008), is 119 

a widely used mesoscale meteorological model. For better understanding of the UHI 120 

effect and for more accurate estimation of energy consumption in urban areas, an 121 

advanced Noah (Ek et al. 2003) land surface/hydrology model (LSM) has been 122 

coupled to the WRF model (Chen et al. 2004; Tewari et al. 2006). The Noah-LSM 123 

provides surface sensible and latent heat fluxes as well as ground surface temperature 124 

in the lower boundary (Chen and Dudhia, 2001; Ek et al., 2003).  To incorporate the 125 

physical processes involved in the exchange of heat, momentum, and water vapor in 126 

the mesoscale model, the Urban Canopy Model (UCM) has been coupled with the 127 

Noah-LSM in the WRF model (Kusaka et al. 2006; Tewari et al. 2006).  128 

The original UCM coupled with the WRF model is a single-layer model for 129 

evaluating the effects of urban geometry on surface energy balance and wind shear in 130 

urban regions (Kusaka et al. 2001; Kusaka and Kimura 2004; Chen et al. 2011). This 131 

model takes into account shadows from buildings, canyon orientation, diurnal 132 

variation of azimuth angle, reflection of short- and long-wave radiation, wind profiler 133 

in the canopy layer, anthropogenic heating associated with energy consumption by 134 

human activities, and multi-layer heat transfer equation for roof, wall, and road 135 

surfaces. Kusaka and Kimura (2004) provided a detailed description of the original 136 

UCM.  137 
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2.1 WRF Model Configuration 138 

In this study, the Mellor Yamada Janijc (MYJ) planet boundary layer scheme was 139 

adopted. The cloud microphysics used in this simulation by the WRF model was the 140 

single-Moment 6-Class Microphysics scheme (WSM6, Hong and Lim, 2006). The 141 

Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTMG) was used for both long-wave and 142 

short-wave radiation schemes.  143 

The initial and boundary conditions for WRF were obtained using data sets of the 144 

Global Forecast System from the National Center for Environmental Prediction 145 

(NCEP-GFS) 0.5˚ × 0.5˚ analysis data sets at six-hour intervals. Two nest domains 146 

were constructed with spatial grid resolutions of 3 km and 1 km, which contained 150 147 

× 199, and 151 × 100 grid boxes, respectively, from North to South and East to West. 148 

Both domains have 45 vertical levels, and the model top is set at 10 hPa. To ensure 149 

that the meteorological fields are well simulated, the four-dimensional data 150 

assimilation (FDDA) scheme was activated in coarse domain using the NCEP-GFS 151 

analysis data.  In the following discussion, only the finer domain of 1-km resolution 152 

is shown in the comparison with the observed data.  153 

 154 

2.2 Limitations of UCM and suggestions for improvement 155 

(a) Urban fraction 156 
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In the original UCM, if the model grid is categorized as “urban”, it indicates that 157 

urban land use accounts for the largest percentage of land use within this model grid. 158 

However, such classification of land use may lead to oversimplification, resulting in 159 

land uses other than urban within this model grid being ignored. Moreover, the urban 160 

fraction within a model grid categorized as “urban” is fixed. For instance, in this study, 161 

the urban fraction is fixed at 0.7. Problems of over- and underestimation will arise 162 

because of the difference in percentage of urban land use in city centers and suburban 163 

areas. City centers are likely to have higher urban fraction above 0.7 while suburban 164 

areas may have lower urban fraction below 0.7. With both categorized as “urban” and 165 

given the same urban fraction, it may result in urban land use in city center not fully 166 

accounted for while that in suburban areas overrated. Furthermore, there also exist 167 

differences in urban parameters, such as building height, sky view factor, heat 168 

capacity and thermal conductivity, between city centers and suburban areas both 169 

categorized as “urban” in the model grid. In reality, land use over a large area is far 170 

more complex; and the current UCM cannot adequately reflect the actual situation, 171 

even with some areas left out of the picture. These limitations in the original UCM 172 

when applied to UHI simulation or urban boundary delineation will inevitably affect 173 

the accuracy of results obtained. 174 

To overcome the above-mentioned problems, this study generated the 2-D 175 
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spatial distribution map of urban fraction at 1-km resolution according to land use 176 

data at 100-m resolution (Figure 2(a)) obtained from the National Land Surveying 177 

and Mapping Center (http://www.nlsc.gov.tw/websites/nlsceng/i_ext/default.aspx) 178 

for 2006, Taiwan. Figure 2(b)-(c) shows the spatial distribution of urban areas 179 

obtained using WRF-UCM and WRF-UCM2D, respectively. As can be seen, 180 

WRF-UCM2D provided more detailed and accurate spatial distribution of areas with 181 

urban fraction ranging from 0.01 to 1.0. With the improved model, the 182 

oversimplified results can be avoided with the percentage of urbanization in the 183 

model grids more accurately identified according to the actual land use, not only in 184 

the city center but also in rural small towns.  185 

(b) Anthropogenic heat 186 

Similar problems of over- and underestimation occur when deriving spatial 187 

distribution of anthropogenic heat (AH) with the original UCM. Same as urban 188 

fraction, AH is defined as constant and only data of defined urban area are included. 189 

For instance, in this study, the diurnal mean AH is fixed at 50 W/m
2
. Hence, for a 190 

model grid categorized as “urban” in the original UCM model, the AH in all urban 191 

areas within the model grid (areas marked as red in Fig. 2(b)) will be the same. In fact, 192 

AH sources include industry, buildings, vehicles (transportation) and even metabolism 193 

of plants, animals and humans (Sailor and Lu, 2004; Grimmond, 1992, Sailor D. J., 194 

http://www.nlsc.gov.tw/websites/nlsceng/i_ext/default.aspx
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2011; Liao et al. 2014). Needless to say, the spatial distribution of AH in a city center 195 

is different from that in a rural small town. Again, the oversimplification cannot 196 

reflect the actual situation, which will in turn undermine the simulation performance. 197 

The same improvement approach for urban fraction is adopted. That is, 2-D 198 

spatial distribution map of AH at 1-km resolution is generated according to building 199 

density data obtained from the National Land Surveying and Mapping Center for 200 

2006, Taiwan. Figure 2(d)-(e) shows the data on AH distribution provided by 201 

WRF-UCM and WRF-UCM2D, respectively. As can be seen, with the AH value 202 

assumed constant (a daily mean of 50 w/m
2
 in this study), WRF-UCM can only offer 203 

a diurnal profile, showing that AH peaked around noon at a temperature almost 204 

doubled the mean AH value. On the contrary, by using WRF-UCM2D, the spatial 205 

distribution of AH over the entire studied area can be obtained. Shown in Fig. 2(e) are 206 

areas with AH ranging from 0 to 50 w/m
2
, giving more detailed information at finer 207 

resolution. 208 

To assess the effectiveness of the improved approaches, WRF-UCM2D is applied 209 

to the simulation study on impact of urbanization in northern Taiwan. Comparison in 210 

simulation performance between the original and improved WRF-UCM is also made. 211 

 212 

3. Model evaluation and simulation results 213 

To assess the impact of urbanization over northern Taiwan and to evaluate the 214 
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model performance, this study examined a heat wave incident that occurred on 10 July, 215 

2012 in Taipei City. In terms of land-use categorization, Taipei City was classified as 216 

“high-intensity residence” by the UCM. A stable and non-precipitation weather 217 

condition was selected to do this study. The two models were run from 00 UTC (08 218 

LST) 07 July, 2012 for a total of 96 h until 00 UTC (08 LST) 011 July, 2012. A 24-h 219 

spin-up is required in the simulation, meaning that only data starting from 8 to 11 July, 220 

2012 were analyzed. 221 

Figure 3(a) shows the surface weather map at 00 UTC (08 LST) on 10 July, 2012 222 

derived through re-analysis of NCEP data. As can be seen, a high pressure system 223 

dominated the weather conditions and southwesterly winds prevailed on that day. The 224 

Central Weather Bureau (CWB) reported a maximum air temperature of 38.3C at 225 

station 46692 (see Fig. 1(c) for location) in Taipei city. The wind direction along 226 

Tamsui River and Keelung River (see Fig. 1(c) for location) was mainly northwest 227 

(sea breeze) during daytime and southeast (land breeze) during nighttime (not shown). 228 

This is a typical heat wave incident during summer with a high surface air 229 

temperature exceeding 35C during daytime.  230 

(a) Air temperature 231 

Figure 3(b) displays the variations in mean hourly air temperature observed by 232 

the CWB and simulated at 2-m elevation using WRF-UCM2D. The observed data 233 
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were from 19 urban stations (red dots in Figure 1c) and 21 non-urban stations (yellow 234 

dots in Figure 1c). Stations located in the inner-most model grid with urban faction  235 

5 are categorized as „urban‟ while those with urban faction  4 are categorized as 236 

„non-urban‟. As can be seen, not only do the observed and simulated data show the 237 

same trend, the two values are also very close for both urban and non-urban stations. 238 

In other words, simulation by WRF-UCM2D can accurately capture diurnal variations 239 

in air temperature of the entire area in the studied period. Figure 3(c)-(e) shows the 240 

observation air temperature at 11-13 LST, respectively. At 12 LST, of the 19 urban 241 

stations, 12 recorded temperatures of 36C and above, with 6 stations in Taipei City 242 

and 6 stations in New Taipei City. In contrast, none of the non-urban stations recorded 243 

temperature exceeding 35C. In other words, the Taipei basin was under severe impact 244 

of the heat wave (i.e., air temperature > 35C). At 13 LST, there was even one urban 245 

station (marked gray in Fig. 3(e)) recording the highest of 38C. 246 

 247 

(b) Spatial distribution of air temperature  248 

Figure 4 compares the spatial distribution of air temperature simulated by 249 

WRF-UCM (Fig. 4(a), (d) and (g)), WRF-UCM2D (Fig. 4(b), (e) and (h)) and 250 

difference between WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM (Fig. 4(c), (f) and (i)) at 11-13 251 

LST, respectively on 10 July 2012. Though alike, the results obtained by 252 
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WRF-UCM2D include temperatures higher than 36C, which are not found in the 253 

simulation of WRF-UCM. As seen in Figure 3(c), some areas in the heart of Taipei 254 

City have temperature exceeding 36C at 11 LST while the simulated temperatures 255 

for these areas as shown in Fig. 4(a) peak at 36C. A similar phenomenon is 256 

observed for simulations at 12 and 13 LST. As seen in Figure 4(e), there are areas 257 

within Taipei City with temperature exceeding 37C at 12 LST but the highest 258 

temperature shown in Fig. 4(d) is 37C only. Although areas with temperature 259 

exceeding 37C are simulated by both models, WRF-UCM2D yields more areas 260 

with such high temperature (Fig. 4(h)) than WRF-UCM (Fig. 4(g)). Moreover, the 261 

spatial distributions of air temperature shown in Figure 4(b), (e) and (h) bear closer 262 

resemblance to the Figure 3(c)-(e), respectively compared with those shown in 263 

Figure 4(a), (d) and (g), implying that the simulated results of WRF-UCM2D match 264 

the observed temperature more closely than those of WRF-UCM. Taken together, 265 

these findings reveal underestimation in the simulated temperature obtained by 266 

WRF-UCM, evidencing better simulation performance of WRF-UCM2D. It is worth 267 

noting that despite its superior simulation performance, WRF-UCM2D fails to 268 

capture the highest temperature of 38C observed at one station at 13 LST (Figure 269 

3(e)). 270 

(c) Bias, root mean square error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient (R
2
) 271 
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Figure 5 shows the scatter plots of observed and simulated temperatures at the 19 272 

urban stations. Bias, root mean square error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient (R
2
) 273 

of the observed and simulated data were also calculated using the following equations.   274 

n

XX

BIAS

n

i






 1

 
275 

 
n

RMSE

n

i
XX 

 1

2

 276 

where X denotes the simulated results and X  stands for the observed data. The 277 

calculated results are shown both in Fig. 5 and Table 1. As can be seen, the 278 

simulated results obtained by WRF-UCM (Fig. 5(a)) and WRF-UCM2D (Fig. 5(b)) 279 

are close with insignificant difference in bias, RMSE and R
2
 (-0.03C, 1.05C and 280 

0.87 vs. 0.17C, 0.99C and 0.89, respectively) as listed in Table 1. In other words, 281 

the two models have comparable simulation performance for urban areas. However, 282 

difference in model performance is found in more detailed comparison between 283 

daytime (Fig. 5(c)-(d)) and nighttime (Fig. 5(e)-(f)) results. According to Table 1, 284 

the RMSE between simulation and observation is less than 1C during daytime but 285 

more than 1C during nighttime. The R
2
 for WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM are 0.9 286 

and 0.89, respectively during daytime but decrease to 0.65 and 0.55, respectively 287 

during nighttime.  288 

The same comparison was made for simulated and observed temperatures at the 289 
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21 non-urban stations. Figure 6 show the scatter plots and Table 2 lists the bias, 290 

RMSE and R
2
 values. The trends and results obtained are similar to those for the 291 

urban stations. First, WRF-UCM2D outperforms WRF-UCM in terms of BIAS, 292 

RMSE and R
2
 values (0.11C, 1.3C and 0.86 vs. 0.33C, 1.62C and 0.82, 293 

respectively) as shown in Table 2. Second, larger differences in model performance 294 

are observed for nighttime data. WRF-UCM2D yielded a higher R
2
 than WRF-UCM 295 

(0.72 vs. 0.48, respectively), while bias and RMSE achieved by WRF-UCM2D were 296 

both significantly smaller than those attained by WRF-UCM (0.27 and 1.27 vs. 1.12 297 

and 1.89, respectively). In other words, the improved model not only enhanced 298 

correlation but also reduced bias and RMSE for the nighttime data of non-urban 299 

areas.  300 

Taken together, the above results reveal comparable model performance for 301 

daytime urban data while large differences in simulated results are observed for 302 

nighttime non-urban data. 303 

(d) Diurnal temperature variation  304 

Figure 7 shows the performance of the two models in simulating mean diurnal 305 

variation of temperature at the 21 non-urban stations (yellow dots in Fig. 1(c)). The 306 

urban fraction of these non-urban stations in the model grids are all less than 0.4. As 307 

shown in the figure, the two models yielded very similar results of almost the same 308 
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trend with major discrepancy observed between 20 LST and 05 LST. During 309 

nighttime, the mean temperature differences simulated by WRF-UCM range from 1C 310 

to 1.5C while those by WRF-UCM2D are mostly below 0.5C. Again, the results 311 

indicate comparable model performance for daytime data but large differences in 312 

simulated results for nighttime data. In other words, the performance of 313 

WRF-UCM2D is much better than WRF-UCM at non-urban stations with low urban 314 

fraction during nighttime 315 

Furthermore, after 05 LST, the temperature simulated by WRF-UCM2D rises 316 

abruptly, approaching that simulated by WRF-UCM. This sudden rise can be 317 

attributed to the urban elements present at these stations which absorb shortwave 318 

radiation after sun rise, causing increase in temperature. 319 

 Figure 8(a)-(c) further compares the model performance in simulating the diurnal 320 

temperature variation at three non-urban stations, namely C0AD20, C0A640 and 321 

C0D360 (see Fig. 1(c) for location) with urban fractions of 0.313, 0.127 and 0.04, 322 

respectively. As seen in Fig. 8(a), the simulated temperatures are fairly close to the 323 

observed ones at station C0AD20, except for overestimation of 1-2C by WRF-UCM 324 

during nighttime. At station C0A640, the same phenomenon is observed but with a 325 

larger overestimation. As shown in Fig. 8(b), both simulation and observed 326 

temperatures are similar and show the same trend but the nighttime temperature 327 
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simulated by WRF-UCM is about 2C higher than the observed temperature. Greater 328 

deviations from observed temperature are found at station C0D360 with urban 329 

fraction of only 0.04. As seen in (Fig. 8(c)), while WRF-UCM-simulated air 330 

temperatures during nighttime show small fluctuations, they are seriously 331 

overestimated by 4-5C at midnight and early morning. In contrast, 332 

WRF-UCM2D-simulated air temperatures match more closely those observed at these 333 

three non-urban stations and show the same trend of fluctuations, despite the 334 

underestimation at station C0D360 during nighttime. Again, the abovementioned 335 

findings evidence better simulation performance of WRF-UCM2D, especially during 336 

nighttime. 337 

 Moreover, further examination of Fig. 8 reveals larger difference in nighttime 338 

temperature between simulation and observation in model grids of smaller urban 339 

fraction, indicating increasing deviation with decreasing urban fraction at night. 340 

Hence, the analysis below focuses on the relationship between urban fraction and 341 

model performance between 19 and 05 LST. 342 

(e) Performance for one-month simulation in July, 2012  343 

To assess the model performance of a longer time period, one-month simulation 344 

was also conducted. Bias, RMSE and R
2
 were calculated using simulated 345 

temperatures for the month of July 2012 at 21 non-urban stations (Table 3) and 19 346 
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urban stations (Table 4), daytime and nighttime obtained by WRF-UCM and 347 

WRF-UCM2D, respectively. The numbers in parentheses were analysis results after 348 

exclusion of model data where simulated rainfall was found to be present. Similarly, 349 

WRF-UCM2D showed a better simulation performance than WRF-UCM for both 350 

urban and non-urban areas whether daytime or nighttime for whole-month simulation 351 

with and without simulated rainfall present. The one-month simulation results are 352 

consistent with previous findings (Tables 1 and 2) for several-day simulation. Again, 353 

more significant improvement is observed mainly in non-urban areas during nighttime 354 

for whole-month simulation. WRF-UCM2D yielded a higher R
2
 than WRF-UCM 355 

(0.73 vs. 0.57, respectively), while bias and RMSE obtained by WRF-UCM2D were 356 

both smaller than those by WRF-UCM (-0.22 and 1.18 vs. 0.41 and 1.46, 357 

respectively). Taken together, the results reveal that the proposed WRF-UCM2D 358 

could be applied to simulation over a long time period. 359 

 360 

4. Factors influencing model performance in non-urban areas during nighttime 361 

(a) Relationship between air temperature and urban fraction 362 

Table 5 lists the grid-averaged simulation results at different urban fractions 363 

during nighttime. The first column shows the diagnostic air temperatures at a height 364 

of 2 m (T2m) obtained by the two models and the calculated difference in their 365 
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simulation results. Figure 9(a) plots these differences against urban fractions ranging 366 

from 0 to 1. Each urban fraction along the X-axis represents the averaged value of 367 

  0.025 urban fraction (i.e., 0.1 represents the mean value between 0.075 and 0.125). 368 

The numbers of grid points for urban fractions 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35 and 369 

0.4 are 880, 501, 346, 368, 240,160, 72 and 25, respectively. The results displayed in 370 

Table 5 and Fig. 9(a) show that the maximum mean temperature difference is -1.8K 371 

in model grids with urban fraction of 0.05 and the two models yield the same 372 

simulated temperature at urban fraction of 0.2. However, contrasting phenomena in 373 

model grids are observed with urban fractions smaller and greater than 0.2. In model 374 

grids with urban fraction < 0.2, mean air temperatures obtained by WRF-UCM are 375 

higher than those by WRF-UCM2D; while the reverse is true for model grids with 376 

urban fraction > 0.2. With both the effect of urban fraction and AH taken into account, 377 

it is not surprisingly that WRF-UCM2D yields higher mean air temperatures than 378 

WRF-UCM when urban fraction exceeds 0.2. In contrast, it is intriguing to find lower 379 

mean air temperatures simulated by WRF-UCM2D with urban fraction < 0.2. Such 380 

results can be accounted for by the energy budget as discussed below.  381 

(b) Sensible heat flux (   ) 382 

As suggested in Chen et al. (2011), the total grid-scale sensible heat flux is 383 

averaged with the weighting of urban fraction contributed from both Noah-LSM 384 
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(calculated contribution from natural surface) and UCM (calculated contribution from 385 

artificial surface). The relationship between sensible heat flux and surface air 386 

temperature during nighttime can be expressed as  387 

                                                         (1) 388 

where     is the grid-averaged sensible heat flux,     is the upward long-wave 389 

radiation,    is the density of surface air,    is the specific heat capacity of air at 390 

constant pressure,    is the surface exchange coefficient for heat from the 391 

surface-layer scheme,     denotes ground surface temperature, and     stands for 392 

diagnostic air temperatures at a height of 2 m.   393 

Table 5 shows the mean value of these parameters of Eq. (1) as obtained by the 394 

two models and the calculated differences in their simulation results. Figure 9(b)-(d) 395 

plots respectively the differences in            , and     against urban fractions. 396 

As can be seen, for these non-urban model grids with urban fraction of  0.4, 397 

WRF-UCM2D yields higher            , and     than WRF-UCM. 398 

For    , WRF-UCM yields negative values, ranging from -9.3 to -18.26 Wm
-2

, 399 

for all model grids with urban fraction  0.4, while WRF-UCM2D obtained values, 400 

ranging from -10.5 to 9.7 Wm
-2

, negative for model grids with urban fraction  0.25 401 

and positive for model grids with urban fraction  0.3. The negative     in 402 

WRF-UCM is attributed to radiation cooling after sunset and the absence of extra 403 
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energy forcing at these non-urban stations during nighttime. The extra energy forcing 404 

taken into account by WRF-UCM2D includes AH and heat released during nighttime 405 

by urban elements that absorb solar energy during daytime. In model grids with urban 406 

fraction  0.25, radiation cooling exceeds the extra energy forcing; while in model 407 

grids with urban fraction  0.3, the extra energy forcing is large enough to overcome 408 

radiation cooling. 409 

The mean differences in    , ranging from 2.5 to 19 Wm
-2

, show a trend of larger 410 

differences in simulated results between the two models at higher urban fractions.  411 

(c) Energy exchange (      ) 412 

As shown in Table 5 and Fig. 9(c), WRF-UCM2D yields higher energy exchange 413 

than WRF-UCM (16.5-25 Wm
-2
K

 
vs. 8.5-19.1 Wm

-2
K, respectively). The simulated 414 

results of both models show increase in energy exchange from urban fraction of 0.05 415 

to 0.2, followed by decrease in energy exchange at urban fractions exceeding 0.2. In 416 

other words, energy exchange peaks at urban fraction of 0.2 (25 Wm
-2
K and 19.1 417 

Wm
-2
K by WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM, respectively). The mean difference in 418 

energy exchange ranging from 5.6 to 12.1 Wm
-2
K, first decreases with increasing 419 

urban fraction from 0.05 to 0.15 and then increases with increasing urban fraction > 420 

0.2. In other words, energy exchange is stronger at low urban fraction than at high 421 

urban fraction, even though the contribution of extra forcing is insignificant at lower 422 
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urban fraction. Energy exchange enables efficient turbulence mixing at low urban 423 

fraction, in particular at urban fraction < 0.2, thus reducing air temperature obtained 424 

by WRF-UCM2D, followed by decrease in simulated ground surface temperature    .  425 

(d) Ground surface temperature (   ) 426 

As shown in Table 5 and Fig. 9(d),     obtained by WRF-UCM2D and 427 

WRF-UCM range from 296.9 to 302.1K and from 296.5 to 299.2K, respectively, 428 

again showing higher temperatures simulated by WRF-UCM2D than WRF-UCM. 429 

Same as    , the mean difference in     ranging from 0.4 to 2.9 K, show a trend of 430 

larger differences between the two models at higher urban fractions, again owing to 431 

the effect of urban fraction and AH being taken into account by WRF-UCM2D.  432 

The last column in Table 5 lists the temperature difference between the simulated 433 

    and    . As can be seen, the differences obtained by WRF-UCM2D at different 434 

urban fractions, ranging from -0.52 to 0.5K, are insignificant, implying that 435 

WRF-UCM2D-simulated air temperatures are close to WRF-UCM2D-simulated 436 

ground surface air temperatures. In contrast, the differences obtained by WRF-UCM 437 

at different urban fractions, ranging from -2.78 to -1.44K, are large, indicating 438 

greater discrepancy between WRF-UCM-simulated air temperatures and ground 439 

surface air temperatures.  440 

Although the     obtained by WRF-UCM2D at various urban fractions are 441 
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higher than those by WRF-UCM (fourth column of Table 5), the difference between 442 

WRF-UCM2D-simulated     and     is smaller than that between 443 

WRF-UCM-simulated     and    . The better performance of WRF-UCM2D is 444 

attributed to more efficient energy exchange in the WRF-UCM2D simulation with 445 

urban fraction in non-urban areas also taken into account. As mentioned above, one of 446 

the limitations of WRF-UCM is the fixed urban fraction, resulting in mis- or even 447 

non-representation of non-urban areas.  448 

Taken together, the results above reveal that the critical urban fraction is about 0.2, 449 

at which the difference in T2m between WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM is zero. 450 

Moreover, energy exchange in both WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM simulation peak 451 

at urban fraction of 0.2.  452 

5. Summary and conclusion  453 

This study evaluated the impact of urbanization over northern Taiwan using the 454 

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model coupled with the Noah land-surface 455 

model and a modified Urban Canopy Model.  In the original UCM, when the land 456 

use in the model grid is identified as “urban”, the urban fraction value is fixed. For 457 

example, in this study, the urban fraction is fixed at 0.7.  Similarly, the UCM 458 

assumes the distribution of anthropogenic heat (AH) to be constant. Such not only 459 

may lead to over- or underestimation, the temperature difference between urban and 460 
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non-urban areas has also been neglected. To overcome the above-mentioned 461 

limitations and to improve the performance of the original UCM model, WRF-UCM 462 

is modified to consider the 2-D urban fraction and AH (WRF-UCM2D). 463 

WRF-UCM2D provided more detailed and accurate spatial distribution of areas with 464 

urban fraction ranging from 0.01 to 1.0. The spatial distribution of AH over the entire 465 

studied area ranges from 0 to 50 w/m
2
, giving more detailed information at finer 466 

resolution. With the improved model, the oversimplified results can be avoided with 467 

the percentage of urbanization in the model grids more accurately identified according 468 

to the actual land use and building density for AH, not only in the city center but also 469 

in rural small towns.  470 

Simulation results show that WRF-UCM2D provides more detailed and accurate 471 

spatial distribution of air temperatures, which are sometimes underestimated at urban 472 

during daytime by WRF-UCM. The two models have comparable simulation 473 

performance for urban areas while large differences in simulated results are observed 474 

for non-urban areas, especially at nighttime. WRF-UCM2D yielded a higher R
2
 than 475 

WRF-UCM (0.72 vs. 0.48, respectively), while bias and RMSE achieved by 476 

WRF-UCM2D were both significantly smaller than those attained by WRF-UCM 477 

(0.27 and 1.27 vs. 1.12 and 1.89, respectively). In other words, the improved model 478 

not only enhanced correlation but also reduced bias and RMSE for the nighttime data 479 
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of non-urban areas. The performance of WRF-UCM2D is much better than 480 

WRF-UCM at non-urban stations with low urban fraction during nighttime. It is 481 

attributed to energy exchange that enables efficient turbulence mixing in areas with 482 

low urban fraction (in particular with urban fraction < 0.2). Energy exchange 483 

contributes to reduce air temperatures simulated by WRF-UCM2D, followed by 484 

decrease in ground surface temperatures. Moreover, simulation results show that the 485 

critical urban fraction is around 0.2, at which the difference in T2m obtained by 486 

WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM is zero. Finally, the proposed WRF-UCM2D 487 

successfully improved the simulation of diurnal variation of air temperature in urban 488 

and non-urban areas. The results of this study can be applicable to assessing the 489 

impacts of urbanization on air quality and regional climate.   490 
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Table 1 Bias, RMSE and R
2
 calculated using simulated temperatures at 19 urban 638 

stations for 8-11 July 2012, daytime and nighttime obtained by WRF-UCM and 639 

WRF-UCM2D, respectively 640 

 641 

 642 

Table 2 Bias, RMSE and R
2
 calculated using simulated temperatures at 21 non-urban 643 

stations for 8-11 July 2012, daytime and nighttime obtained by WRF-UCM and 644 

WRF-UCM2D, respectively 645 

 646 

 647 

Table 3 Bias, RMSE and R
2
 calculated using simulated temperatures at 21 non-urban 648 

stations for the month of July 2012, daytime and nighttime obtained by WRF-UCM 649 

and WRF-UCM2D, respectively. The numbers in parentheses were analysis results 650 

after exclusion of model data where simulated rainfall was found to be present. 651 

 652 

  653 

Non-urban
July 2012 Daytime Nighttime

WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D

BIAS (C) 0.06 (0.44) -0.10 (0.01) -0.15 (0.29) -0.02 (0.27) 0.41 (0.57) -0.22 (-0.22)

RMSE (C) 1.53 (1.55) 1.38 (1.29) 1.58 (1.53) 1.49(1.43 ) 1.46 (1.56) 1.18 (1.14)

R2 0.78 (0.78) 0.82 (0.84) 0.76 (0.83) 0.78 (0.84) 0.57 (0.53) 0.73 (0.76)

Urban 
8-11 July 2012 Daytime Nighttime

WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D

BIAS (C) -0.03 0.17 -0.1 0.12 0.09 0.26

RMSE (C) 1.05 0.99 0.94 0.92 1.2 1.08

R2 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.9 0.55 0.65

Non-urban
8-11 July 2012 Daytime Nighttime

WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D

BIAS (C) 0.33 0.11 -0.13 0.01 1.12 0.27

RMSE (C) 1.62 1.3 1.45 1.32 1.89 1.27

R2 0.82 0.86 0.82 0.84 0.48 0.72
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Table 4 Bias, RMSE and R
2
 calculated using simulated temperatures at 19 urban 654 

stations for the month of July 2012, daytime and nighttime obtained by WRF-UCM 655 

and WRF-UCM2D, respectively. The numbers in parentheses were analysis results 656 

after exclusion of model data where simulated rainfall was found to be present. 657 

 658 

 659 

 660 

Table 5 Grid-averaged simulation results by WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM at 661 

different urban fractions during nighttime.     is diagnostic air temperature at 2-m 662 

height,     is the sensible heat flux,     is the density of surface air,    is the 663 

specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure,    is the surface exchange 664 

coefficient for heat from the surface-layer scheme,     is ground surface temperature, 665 

and “Diff” denotes difference between WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM. 666 

 667 

 668 

Urban 
July 2012 Daytime Nighttime

WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D WRF-UCM WRF-UCM2D

BIAS (C) 0.04 (0.18) 0.21 (0.30) 0.01 (0.22) 0.22 (0.38) 0.10 (0.15) 0.19 (0.22)

RMSE (C) 1.36 (1.23) 1.32 (1.16) 1.41 (1.22) 1.40 (1.20) 1.28 (1.23) 1.18 (1.12)

R2 0.75 (0.79) 0.77 (0.82) 0.73 (0.85) 0.74 (0.86) 0.44 (0.49) 0.54 (0.59)

Urban 

Fraction 

T2m

(oK) 

Fsh

(W/m2) (W/m2oK)

Tsk

(oK)

Tsk-T2m

(oK)

UCM2D UCM Diff. UCM2D UCM Diff. UCM2D UCM Diff. UCM2D UCM Diff. UCM2D UCM 

0.05 297.4 299.3 -1.8 -10.5 -13.1 2.5 16.5 9.6 6.9 296.9 296.5 0.4 -0.52 -2.78

0.1 298.8 299.7 -0.9 -10.2 -15.8 5.6 20 14 6 298.4 297.7 0.8 -0.37 -2.03

0.15 299.5 299.9 -0.3 -8.9 -17.4 8.6 22.8 17.1 5.6 299.3 298.2 1.1 -0.25 -1.66

0.2 299.9 299.9 0 -6.5 -18.3 11.8 25 19.1 5.9 299.8 298.4 1.3 -0.14 -1.44

0.25 300.3 300 0.2 -3.5 -18.1 14.6 24.7 18 6.7 300.2 298.5 1.7 -0.02 -1.5

0.3 300.3 300 0.3 0.7 -16.8 17.5 24.4 16.7 7.7 300.5 298.5 2 0.15 -1.53

0.35 300.9 300.4 0.4 3.7 -13.5 17.2 21.9 11.6 10.2 301.1 298.6 2.6 0.28 -1.88

0.4 301.6 301 0.6 9.7 -9.3 19 20.6 8.5 12.1 302.1 299.2 2.9 0.5 -1.81
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 669 

Figure 1. (a) Location of Taiwan and, (b) simulation domains and, (c) locations of 670 

urban (red dots) and non-urban (yellow dots) meteorological stations in northern 671 

Taiwan. 672 

 673 

 674 

 675 

 676 

 677 
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(a)                                       689 

 690 

 691 

 692 

 693 

 694 

 695 

 696 

 697 

 698 

(b)                                       (c) 699 

 700 

(d)                                      (e) 701 

 702 

  Figure 2 (a) Land use data at 100-m resolution obtained from the National Land 703 

Surveying and Mapping Center for 2006, Taiwan. Spatial distribution of urban areas 704 

simulated at 1-km resolution (b) by WRF-UCM with urban fraction fixed at 0.7 and (c) 705 

by WRF-UCM2D with urban fractions ranging from 0.01 to 1.0. (d) Diurnal variation 706 

of AH used in model simulation. (e) Spatial distribution of AH ranging from 0 to 50 707 

w/m
2
 simulated by WRF-UCM2D at 1-km resolution. 708 
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(a)                                  (b)  709 

                                                                      710 

(c)                                 (d)                                                       711 

(e) 712 

 713 

 714 

 715 

 716 

 717 

 718 

 719 

 720 

 721 

 722 

Figure 3. (a) Surface weather map at 0800 LST, 10 July, 2012. (b) Mean hourly air 723 

temperature simulated by WRF-UCM2D and observed at 19 urban stations and 21 724 

non-urban stations (red dots and yellow dots, respectively in Figure 1(c)) during the 725 

study period. Spatial distribution of air temperature observed at (c) 11 LST, (d) 12 726 

LST and (e) 13 LST on 10 July, 2012 at various meteorological stations. Unit (C) 727 

(e) 
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(a)                         (b)                       (c) 728 

  729 

                                 730 

(d)                        (e)                      (f) 731 

 732 

 733 

(g)                       (h)                      (i) 734 

                                 735 

 736 

 737 

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of air temperature on 10, July, 2012 at (a)(b)(c) 11 LST, 738 

(d)(e)(f) 12 LST and (g)(h)(i) 13 LST simulated by WRF-UCM , WRF-UCM2D and 739 

difference between WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM, respectively. Unit (C) 740 

  741 

 742 

 743 

 744 

 745 
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 749 

Figure 5 Scatter plots between observed and simulated temperatures at 19 urban 750 

stations with bias, RMSE and R
2
 calculated using simulated temperatures of (a) (b) 751 

the entire study period, (c) (d) daytime and (e) (f) nighttime obtained by WRF-UCM 752 

and WRF-UCM2D, respectively. 753 
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(e)                                      (f)  760 

                                                                     761 

Figure 6 Scatter plots between observed and simulated temperatures at 21 non-urban 762 

stations with bias, RMSE and R
2
 calculated using simulated temperatures of (a) (b) 763 

the entire study period, (c) (d) daytime and (e) (f) nighttime obtained by WRF-UCM 764 

and WRF-UCM2D, respectively.  765 
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 769 

Figure 7. Difference between simulated and observed mean diurnal variation of 770 

temperature at 21 non-urban stations.  771 
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Figure 8. Difference between simulated and observed diurnal variation of temperature 807 

at non-urban stations (a) C0AD20, (b) C0A640 and (c) C0D360 808 
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 830 

Figure 9 Mean difference in (a) 2-m air temperature,    , (b) sensible heat flux,    , 831 

(c) energy exchange,       , and (d) ground surface temperature,     simulated by 832 

WRF-UCM2D and WRF-UCM at different urban fractions during nighttime. 833 
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